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New CALMLS Proposal
This Issues Briefing Paper is for study only and has not been approved by the CALMLS Board of Directors,
C.A.R. Strategic Planning and Finance Committee, Executive Committee, or the Board of Directors.

INTRODUCTION:
This Issues Briefing Paper outlines the proposed agreement between CALMLS (doing business as
“calREDD®”) and Multi-Regional Multiple Listing Service Inc. (“MRMLS”) to join their mutual efforts to
operate as the statewide MLS together under one entity. It also addresses items of general interest
regarding calREDD® and the statewide MLS effort.
BACKGROUND:
In 2008, based on the Six MLS principles for a statewide MLS that were shaped over several years by
many dedicated REALTOR® volunteers, the C.A.R. board of directors approved the creation of a
statewide MLS and calREDD®. Early the next year, the C.A.R. board granted CALMLS a line of credit of
up to $3 million for the purpose of acquiring one or more regional MLSs and to support ongoing MLS
operations. This funding allowed calREDD® to implement its plan to aggressively pursue opportunities
with existing regional MLSs, with the understanding that an existing regional MLS would quickly deliver
the necessary scale to operate efficiently and provide the operational expertise necessary to ensure
long-term success of the initiative. Although calREDD® has had in depth negotiations with two other
regional MLSs since that time, no agreement could be reached until now.
Concurrent with its negotiations with regional MLSs, calREDD® actively demonstrated the calREDD®
concept and introduced members to its MLS software vendor throughout California. Since it began
formal operation last summer, calREDD® has installed eight associations of REALTORS® and has
contracts with five more. In addition to these contracts, more than 70 associations of REALTORS®
representing more than 120,000 California REALTORS® have expressed support for a statewide MLS by
signing non-binding letters of intent. Unfortunately, this broad support for the statewide MLS did not lead
to immediate widespread adoption of calREDD®, at least in the number of members required to achieve
short-term financial viability.
In addition to calREDD®’s struggles to achieve quick adoption, it faced challenges with its software
vendor. In 2008, calREDD® solicited proposals from established MLS vendors, but discovered that most
of the established vendors had no interest in participating in the statewide MLS effort. This left the door
open for a new vendor with a fresh approach to MLS software. While initial installations were subject to
unforeseen challenges, many lessons were learned and the system quickly evolved to better meet
member needs.
Moreover, the economic downturn and slower than anticipated adoption of calREDD® placed significant
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financial pressure upon the software vendor. No business funding was available and in October of 2009,
calREDD® became concerned about the financial viability of its vendor. Late last year, to ensure its
ability to meet its contractual commitments, calREDD® assumed the operation and development of the
software in exchange for certain rights to the software. Over the months that followed, the software
vendor was unable to cure its financial situation and, recently, calREDD® had no choice but to terminate
the agreement. For the past few months, calREDD® has worked closely with a team of highly
experienced outside developers to ensure continuity of service for calREDD® members. During this
time, the software has become increasingly stable and robust.

1) MRMLS and calREDD® Become “New CALMLS”
a. Overview
MRMLS is a large regional MLS that serves approximately 30,000 members in Southern California and is
one of the founding members of the CARETS initiative. calREDD® began negotiations with MRMLS
earlier this year as part of its core initiative to accelerate the statewide MLS through merger and
acquisitions. As a well-established and highly successful regional MLS, MRMLS possesses exactly the
scale and expertise calREDD® targeted early on as being necessary to ensure quick adoption and
growth of the statewide MLS. Representatives of the boards of MRMLS and calREDD® have been
working for months to finalize terms that are mutually beneficial without sacrificing the vision of the
statewide MLS. These negotiations have resulted in agreement on the enclosed material terms that
propose to combine the assets and resources of the two companies and create a new entity to serve as
the statewide MLS. For purposes of this Issues Briefing Paper and discussions surrounding its subject
matter, the new entity will be referred to as “New CALMLS.”
b. Governance
i) Transition Board of Directors. The transition Board of Directors of New CALMLS will be
composed of 21 directors as follows:
(1) 12 directors selected individually by the current MRMLS member AORs.
(2) 9 directors selected by the CALMLS Board until June 2011 election (open to all who are
eligible to serve on the board) as follows:
(a) 2 directors from among the largest 10 California brokers, or their designated senior
managers;
(b) 2 broker/owners with 100 or more REALTOR® licensees (excluding 10 largest);
(c) 2 broker/owners with less than 100 REALTOR® licensees;
(d) 2 practicing REALTOR® salespersons/broker associates; and
(e) 1 REALTOR®-at-large director.
(3) Nonvoting directors from both entities will remain during the transition:
(a) MRMLS CEO;
(b) C.A.R. Executive Vice President; and
(c) One C.A.R. Officer.
(4) This transition board will be in place until January 1, 2013. There will be no enforced term
limits during this time.
ii) New CALMLS Board of Directors after January 1, 2013.
(1) New CALMLS Directors composition (17 directors plus non-voting director who is chairman of
the board):
(a) 6 directors selected collectively by all AOR Class A members;
(b) 3 selected by the largest 10 brokers from the largest 10 brokers (as determined by
REALTOR® licensee count);
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iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

(c) 2 broker owners of firms with 100 or more REALTOR® licensees (but not the top 10);
(d) 2 broker owners of firms with less than 100 REALTOR® licensees;
(e) 3 practicing REALTOR® salespersons/broker associates; and
(f) 1 REALTOR®-at-large.
(2) Terms of Office:
(a) The 3 largest broker directors will be for a one-year term with no restrictions on
reappointment;
(b) The directors selected by Class A member AORs shall serve a one-year term with no
limits on reappointment; and
(c) The balance of the directors will serve three-year staggered terms. No more than two
consecutive terms may be served without one year off the board.
(3) Other qualifications for the Board of Directors:
(a) All voting board members must be California real estate licensees and REALTOR®
members in good standing;
(b) All voting board members must be participants or subscribers in the New CALMLS; and
(c) No more than two board members from any one AOR, excluding the largest broker
category may serve.
Nominating Committee. New CALMLS will have a nominating committee who will nominate
directors that will serve commencing with January 1, 2011 as follows:
(1) Chairman of the Board selects nominating chair and each association has right to submit
name of person for nominating. That person must have had association BOD and C.A.R.
Directorship experience and cannot be a candidate for New CALMLS director or officer.
Eleven (11) members are randomly selected for the Nominating Committee, a majority of who
will not be New CALMLS board members. For Association director positions, slate goes back
to Associations after initial process for two weeks for additional nominees. Those nominees
would go through the nomination process. The nomination process for all nominees would
include an open application process and meeting a list of qualifications for service that the
New CALMLS will develop.
Election of Directors.
(1) New CALMLS delegates will elect the New CALMLS directors (with the exception of the AORselected directors and the largest broker directors, who shall automatically be deemed elected
once selected).
(2) New CALMLS delegates shall be composed of the C.A.R. state directors selected by the
Class A member AORs.
(3) The directors shall be elected by a dual vote: (1) a majority of the New CALMLS delegates
present and voting at its annual meeting and (2) a majority of the entity votes present and
voting at its annual meeting.
New CALMLS Structure. New CALMLS will be a mutual benefit nonprofit organization with two
classes of membership. [Note: Both MRMLS and the current CALMLS are mutual benefit
nonprofit organizations.]
(1) Class A shall be Association Members who join in accordance to the New CALMLS Bylaws.
All MRMLS AOR members will be members along with all current Authorized Providers in
contract with calREDD.
(2) The sole Class C member shall be C.A.R.
Voting rights of members.
(1) Both classes of members shall have the rights of membership as required by the corporation’s
code.
(2) Class A membership elects board of directors through New CALMLS delegates (combination
of C.A.R. state directors from New CALMLS member AORs and one entity, one vote).
(3) Class A membership also elects the 6 directors representing AORs selected with one entity
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one vote as described above.
(4) Class C membership (C.A.R.) as represented by the vote of the C.A.R. directors shall be
required for the following (including changes to the bylaws relating thereto):
(a) Dissolution or merger of New CALMLS;
(b) Sale or transfer of substantially or all of corporate assets;
(c) Change in the board composition, qualifications or terms of office or selection; and
(d) Purpose of the Corporation.
vii) Selection of officers. The New CALMLS board will select its Chairman of the Board, President,
CFO and Secretary. The Chair is a non-voting director.
viii) Removal of officer or director. The officers serve at the pleasure of the board and may be
removed by a majority of the total number of the voting board of directors (11 votes during
transition; 9 votes thereafter) at any time.
ix) Admission of new AOR members or removal of AOR members. Vote of the majority of the
total number of the voting board of directors (11 votes during transition, 9 votes thereafter).
x) Actions requiring a majority of the total number of the voting board of directors (11 votes
during transition, 9 votes thereafter):
(1) Officer removal (see section viii);
(2) Vendor selection;
(3) Budget;
(4) Non-budget items over $150,000;
(5) Admission or removal of AOR members (see section ix);
(6) Admission fees; and
(7) Assessments
c. Financial Terms for New CALMLS Proposal
i) MLS Software. Neither calREDD® nor MRMLS desires to be an MLS software vendor since
operating as such would likely create a conflict with the vision of the statewide MLS to support
multiple MLS software systems. For this reason, calREDD® has been working with its software
development team to create a plan to transition over the software operation. New CALMLS will
enter into a traditional MLS software licensing agreement for the current calREDD® software.
The Holding Company described below will retain ownership of the calREDD® software as part of
this transition plan.
ii) Authorized Provider Agreements. New CALMLS will honor the pricing terms of the existing
Authorized Provider contracts until the end of their initial term. New CALMLS is anticipated to
continue to offer substantially similar support and service for the MLS services.
iii) Software Development. The Holding Company described below will enter into an agreement
with the software developers (“MLS Vendor Co.”) as follows:
(1) MLS Vendor Co. to continue day-to-day operation, maintenance and development of the
software.
(2) MLS Vendor Co. to own the software, with rights reverting to Holding Company in the event of
breach of the agreement. MLS Vendor Co. currently possesses some rights to the software
and has been developing the software for out-of-state clients.
(3) Holding Company to fund the following development on behalf of New CALMLS:
(a) Create statewide database/integration of the MLS with CARETS;
(b) Transition of current participants to the statewide database;
(c) Complete promised features (client portal, mobile application, integration with zipForm®
and contact import and export capability);
(d) Ensure ongoing general system support and maintenance (for 24 months); and
(e) Report writer development tool for use by New CALMLS staff to develop reports.
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(4) Royalties and reduced development costs granted to Holding Company from MLS Vendor Co.
in exchange for added rights to the software.
(5) MLS Vendor Co. agreement would be contingent upon approval of the agreement for the New
CALMLS by the C.A.R. board of directors.
iv) Line of Credit.
(1) Holding Company to retain obligation on the line of credit from C.A.R. Repayment possible
through MLS Vendor Co royalties and below payments from New CALMLS.
(2) New CALMLS to pay C.A.R. (or its designee) a $750,000 endorsement fee at the rate of
$16,500 per month once New CALMLS adds 13,000 subscribers/participants after closing,
exclusive of Authorized Providers converted at close.
v) C.A.R. Support. C.A.R. will provide support and generally work cooperatively with New
CALMLS, including items such as:
(1) Appropriate mention of newsworthy items in various C.A.R. communications vehicles to keep
members up-to-date regarding the progress of New CALMLS.
(2) Link to New CALMLS website from an appropriate location within the C.A.R. website.
(3) Opportunity to provide updates at appropriate meetings.
(4) Meeting space at the C.A.R. board of director meetings for New CALMLS membership
committee and voting meetings.
(5) Ongoing cooperation as follows: C.A.R. has an existing policy supporting a statewide MLS
consistent with the six principles adopted by the C.A.R. directors September 14, 2005. New
CALMLS will agree to abide by those principles as well as principles of transparency and
accountability to its members. To assist new CALMLS in achieving that end, C.A.R. shall
provide specific institutional support so that new CALMLS' accomplishments receive
substantially the same visibility in C.A.R.'s electronic newsletters and that, as
appropriate, these accomplishments be publicized via the development and distribution of
joint press releases. In providing such support, C.A.R. agrees to continue to advise the
C.A.R. membership of important milestones in New CALMLS' development, including notice
of associations or MLSs that are granted membership in New CALMLS and important
enhancements or developments in services or products offered by new CALMLS, providing
such services do not compete or conflict with existing contracts, product lines, or obligations
of C.A.R. or its subsidiaries. New CALMLS will pay the costs of the communications and
marketing support or items or services related to this paragraph, including actual staff costs
including allocated overhead costs consistent with that charged to C.A.R. subsidiaries, for all
of these services and materials. Furthermore, C.A.R. leadership or its designees shall meet
with the leadership of New CALMLS on a regular basis at C.A.R.'s meetings (3 times yearly),
or more often as necessary, to cooperatively resolve any issues brought to C.A.R. by the
members to further the mutual goal of a viable statewide MLS consistent with the six
principles.
vi) Holding Company. CALMLS will be converted into a holding company (“Holding Company”) for
the following purposes and as discussed above:
(1) Retain the CALMLS credit line obligation to C.A.R.;
(2) Fund database integration work for New CALMLS, MLS software development work, and
transition expenses;
(3) Utilize tax credits against any future revenue;
(4) Capture endorsement and software royalty payment revenue;
(5) Holding Company to serve only the above purposes without C.A.R.’s prior approval; and
(6) Holding Company to be governed by C.A.R. staff consistent with the direction outlined herein,
such staff to be selected by the C.A.R. officers.
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d. Use of Credit Line Funds. As noted above, the C.A.R. board granted CALMLS a line of credit up to
$3 million, to be repaid to C.A.R. within 7 years at 6% interest, for the purpose of acquiring one or
more regional MLSs and to support ongoing MLS operations. As of May 31, 2010, CALMLS has
utilized $2,350,000 of the line of credit for the following purposes:
i) $926,807 for software development costs;
ii) $1,423,193 for operational costs.
Operational costs include: Software training and
implementation/conversion costs, marketing, staffing and consultant fees, travel and meeting
costs associated with widespread demos/meetings with AORs interested in participating in
calREDD®, and other general operational costs.
e. Extension of Line of Credit. In order to ensure funding for the database integration work, software
development work and transition expenses committed to current calREDD® participants, CALMLS
anticipates requesting an extension of the line of credit in the amount of $750,000 to be assumed and
repaid by Holding Company within 7 years fully amortized with 6% interest.
Proposed Motions: If approved by the CALMLS board of directors, the Strategic Planning and Finance
Committee, and the Executive Committee, the C.A.R. board of directors will be asked to approve the
following motions:
1. Approval of Proposed New Entity:
That the C.A.R. board of directors approve that CALMLS (operating under the DBA calREDD®) enter
into an agreement with MRMLS resulting in an entity (“New CALMLS”) to serve as the statewide MLS
with the terms of such agreement to be consistent with the financial terms and bylaws structure as
presented in the June 7, 2010, New CALMLS Issues Briefing Paper and subject to approval of final
agreement by the C.A.R. Officers.
2. Transfer of Assets:
That the C.A.R. board of directors further approve the transfer of substantially all assets of CALMLS
to New CALMLS consistent with the terms of the final agreement for New CALMLS.
3. Holding Company:
That the C.A.R. board of directors further approve amendment of the articles of incorporation and
bylaws of the California MLS Inc. (“CALMLS”), substantially as presented in the June 7, 2010 New
CALMLS Issues Briefing Paper, to create a holding company (“Holding Company”) for the following
purposes:
 Retain the CALMLS credit line obligation to C.A.R.;
 Fund database integration work for New CALMLS, MLS software development work, and
transition expenses;
 Utilize tax credits against any future revenue; and
 Capture endorsement and software royalty payment revenue
Such approval conditioned on approval by the C.A.R. officers of the final agreement for New
CALMLS and the final articles of incorporation and bylaws in substantial conformance with the
purposed specified in the June 7, 2010, New CALMLS Issues Briefing Paper.
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4. Extension of Line of Credit:
That the C.A.R. board of directors further approve extension of the line of credit to CALMLS in an amount
of $750,000 to be assumed and repaid by Holding Company under the same terms as the original line of
credit (7 years fully amortized with 6% interest).
5. That the C.A.R. Officers be authorized to approve final language of the agreement and execute all
necessary documents consistent with and pursuant to the guidelines in this Issues Briefing Paper to
conclude and close the transaction for New CALMLS.

